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To :

All Members of the Faculty

From:

Secretary of the Faculty

~

The regular meeting of the Faculty will be held on
Monday, February 11, in Mitchell Hall 101, at 4:15 p.m.
. ., .

~

,,.... ,

;

Items on the agenda will include:
1.

. . ..

•''"'

•

I•

Resolution to be presented by Professor Russell . tlti., l.( P.

...
.

.......

2 . Revised calendar for 1952- 53, to be presented by
Professor Beach .

3. Report by Professor Crawford for the Policy Committee:
Calculation of Grade - Point Averages. for "Distinction" Rank •

·.· · . .
.

-·- . ..... .

4.

Report by Professor Alexander for the Aims and Object i ves Committee: General Statement of University Aims and
Objective s.
The name of Dr . Leighton H. Johnson should be added
to the Voting Faculty 11st, as of February 1, 1952, and the
name of Miss Mary Carmignani withdrawn .

Eva Israel,
Secretary of the Faculty.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Faculty Meeting
February 11, 1952
,' ,•

~

(Summarized Minutes)

:~
~

,.·

The February 11, 1952, meeting of the University Fac ulty was called to order by Vice-President Scholes at 4 :17
p.m.
. with a quorum present •
.

. ..

:

: ,• .

.... . ..
; ,

.:

The first item on the agenda was a resolution presented
by Dr . Russell on behalf of the local chapter of AAUP. The
motion was: "That there be created a committee comprising
representatives of the university administration, the deans
of the colleges ·and the general faculty to disc1.. ss, pr epar e ,
and approve the annual university budget . " The motion was
seconded .

:.

President Popejoy spoke to the motion . A motion was
.
made to refer the resolution to the Policv Committee, This
motion to refer was seconded and carried.

. ..

Mr . Beach presented the revised calendar for next year
and the calendar was approved as presented .

..
I

,•

'

..

'•

'.

j,

. ,.

• •

••

~

-

~

.
·1

Dr . Crawford reported for the Policy Committee on t h e
definition of student scholarship index . The statement was
adopted as read from a mimeographed sheet sent to t he fac u l ty ,
With the exception that the word "eligible" is to be insert ed
before "senior students" at the beginning of the t hird sentence under the "proposed statement of the degree with distinction"
•
Dr . Alexander suggested that the statement of t he
Aims and Objectives Committee be held until the next faculty
meeting .
The meeting adjourned at 6 p . m.
Respectfully submitted,
Eva M. Israel,
Secretary of the Faculty .

'

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MINUTES
February 11, 1952

The February 11, 1952 meeting of the University Faculty was
called to order by Vice President Scholes at 4:17 p.m. with a
quorum present .
Vice President Scholes: Will the faculty pJease come to order?
The President has asked me to preside for him this afternoon. We
have a.rather long agenda. We will proceed i:rmrediately to the
ffirst item, a resolution to be presented by Dr. Russell on behalf
o the local chapter of the A.A . U.P .
Dr. Russell: Mr. Chairman I move that there be created a
committee comprising representatives of the University adminis~ration, the deans of the colleges, and the general faculty to
scuss, prepare, and approve the annual University budget.
Vice President Scholes: Is there a second to the motion?
The motion has been seconded.
Dr. Russell: This motion, if passed, would result in the
~hollowing procedure: That the Policy Committee would decide upon
e personnel of the Committee in consultation with the President.
The Committee then would be presented to the general faculty for
tts approval. We start from the principle that it is a good policy
0 have faculty approval of any very important action of the
University. Now, an alternative is this: It might be said that no
matter who makes the budget, there will be a reliance on generally
accepted
percentages in the allocation of funds . There are two
d
ifficulties with this.
In the first place, there is a great difference among institutions, so that any one particular pattern may not suit a particular
institution. If you take two institutions with whom we are constantly compared we notice a very marked difference. The University of Coloraao'has a school of IIX:?dicine which we know is an
hXpensive proposition. on the other hand, the University of Arizona
as an agricultural school which again would give a different pattern for the allocation of funds . I have heard it said that the
University of Wyoming has a separate appropriation for athletics.
~hheir teams act as if they did have some sort of an approach of
at sort .
Besides this difference among institutions, there is the
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difficulty of knowing where items belong even within a budget. If
we look, for instance, at the last published budget of our University, we find that instruction has been allocated 63 per cent of
the total. But when we look at instruction within that budget we
find some things about which there might be a difference of opinion
as to where the items belong. For instance, the Academic Vice
President and his office and five deans and their offices are allocated $18,ooo and $74,ooo. Some people might think this belonged
to administration rather than instruction. Then there is an item
of $31,000 for state retirement. That might well belong to general
funds as well as instruction. There are $30 ,ooo of coaches' salaries on the budget under instruction which might be better attributed to the auxiliary enterprise of athletics. And finally 1 $3poo
of government research. In other words, we have $150,000 or funds
which might well be considered to belong to another part of the
budget, and if we subtract that from the instruction, we have
considerably less than 60 per cent. It is difficult to rely on
averages in the allocation of funds.
Under the circumstances, then, it might seem best to have the
allocation of funds of the University in the hands of a conmittee
which would represent divisions and interests of the University.
There is an important factor. The legislature at the last session
created a Board of Educational Finance with an executive secretary
who knows higher education very very well. Now this Board of
Educational Finance will presumably present a budget to the next
session of the legislature. Our position in justifying the budget
we submit to the Board would be strengthened if that budget had
been prepared and had behind it, the backing of a committee of the
University. '
Vice President Scholes:

Before proceeding with the debate,
(motion
re-read) The motion was made by Professor Russell. I did not
catch the name of the second. (The second was by Dr. Wollman.)
Mr• President.
I would like to read the motion then record the second•

. President Popejoy: Mr. Vice President, Members of the Fac~l ty,
since this motion which has been made cuts across a basic principle
of administration of the University, I believe i~ is appropriate for
me to speak to it and about it. I am not clear in my own mind the
precise meaning of the resolution. It could mean that a committee
made up of the faculty would assume complete control and tma1~geir~n;
of the budget of the University. Or it could mean a cen ra ~at 0
~f advisory and consultation responsibility, whic~ a}ready ~~i~afk
or these reasons, I believe that it is appropri~ e ~~em~hair
on the motion as one of your colleagues and not ram
•
Th
it t 8 form after a meeting of
th A e resolution came to me in wr
th meeting and I
~
e
.A.U.P.
I
knew
nothing
about
it
be
ore
e
i
'·
it
have had no contacts with officers of that organizat
on since
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was passed. The reactions which I will give to you today are based
upon the.wri~ten document as it reads, and it has been read to you.
You can 1mag1ne, of course, the feeling which probably or the
thou~hts which went through my mind, when I first read'it. I could
see immediately the possibility that much of my homework would be
stopped, that much of the responsibility which has heretofore been
placed 1n the President's office would be dispersed.
On the other hand, after reading it and thinking about it for
some little time, my general reactions can be sulilI!l~rized somewhat
as follows. First, (and I hope you will not think I am presumptuous
in trying to interpret the meaning of the motion), it represents a
desire to participate more actively in the preparation of the
budget . In a declining economy, in the second place, where choices
in the reduction of the budget must be made, there is a desire to
place this responsibility in the hands of a committee. The first
item involves a fundamental concept. The other, if stated correctly,
is a matter of expediency. It also leads into the general subject
of democracy, in addition.
There are not many surveys available on that subject at the
present time, but material I have been able to read in the last
~ight or ten days has led me to this conclusion. You have in an
institution an example of three types of democracy in administration:
(1) Complete isolation from the budget and its preparation where
members of the faculty have no contact with that important function.
(2) In others you have consultation either through faculty representation independently or on the part of appropriate committees; and
(3) you have participation in decisions of budget preparation.
What I have to say from now on will deal with those three things
generally and the two fundamental issues which I raised; namely,
a desire to participate more actively in the approval of the budget;
second , in a declining economy where decisions must be made, th~re
is a desire to place this responsibility in the hands of a committee.
The resolution provides for discussion, preparation, and
approval of annual budgets by a committee made up of administrative
Officers, deans and faculty . It is interesting to note that all
of these people'are members of the faculty. In order to create in
my own mind and I hope you will bear with me, a framework of the
~aws and reJponsibilities of your institution, I thought I w~uld
ring to your attention some of those points which come to mind.
In the first

lace the University of New Mexico was created
rt'has its form in the constitution of the
state . Section 13"of Article XII provides that the legislature.shall
~rovide for the control and management of each of the said ins;iturions by a Board of Regents for each institutionthco~~;~;i~f ~ew
Me!! members who shall be qualified electo~~ ~f fol!owed that
c co . There are legislative enactments w c
onsti tutional
by the legislaturep

.

.

provision. I will not take your time to recite all of them, only a
few pertinent ones dealing with the regents and the law with regard
to management and control.
In 1889 the legislature passed a law which said this:
The management and control of said University the care
and preservation of all property of which it shail become
possessed, the erection and construction of all buildings
necessary for its use, and the disbursenents and expenditures of all monies shall be vested in a Board of Regents.
At the same time, another section of the law provided:
The Regents shall have power and it shall be their duty
to enact law, rules, legislate, and govern the University.
Another part of the Constitution has this to say:
The schools colleges universities and other educational institutions provided for by this constitution shall
forever remain under the exclusive control of the state.
f

Another section of the law passed more recently reads as
ollows:
Every state department, institution, or official shall
annually make such financial or other report as the Governor shall require of the preceding fiscal year. On or
before June 1 of each year every such state department and
institution or official shall prepare and submit to the
Governor in such form as the Governor shall require a complete detailed budget for the ensuing fiscal year . Such
budget shall be subject to revision by the Governor and when
approved by him shall be final and binding in determining
the expenditures for such fiscal year, except that changes may
be made with the approval of the Governor through the Executive Secretary of the State Board of Finance .
The same law provides:
Any members or member of any board of control, persons,
officials or agency of the State who violate the provisions
of this a~t shall be guilty of a felony and upon conviction
thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000
nor less than $500 or imprisonment for a term of not more than
ten years or both· and in addition thereto shall be 11 ble
for the payment t~ the State of all amounts to be expended
out of any purchase made in violation thereof .
Those laws and parts of the constitution I think relate to the
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legal side of the existence of the University and to the preparation, discussion, and approval of the budget· and it is clear it
seems to me, that this responsibility under the law rests with the
regents of this institution. I am certain that this resolution did
not have in mind the replacement of any of those responsibilities
but I believe it is wise to go over those and to understand them.'
Now there are other parts of the rules and regulations and
concepts which have been passed by this faculty and which relate to
this subject. In the first place, a faculty committee some two or
three years ago, under the direction of the Senate, undertook the
preparation of a new constitution for the faculty. On that occasion
they spent much time talking to individuals and working on a document
which finally came before the faculty, was passed, and sent to the
Regents . Some suggestions were made by the Board . Those suggestions
were approved by the faculty and the Regents finally approved this
constitution on May 14, 1949.
I call your attention in the folder which you have to Section 2
which relates to responsibilities.
The University faculty shall have the right of review
and final action in regard to the following: (1) formulation of institutional aims; (2) creation of new colleges,
schools, and departments and divisions; (3) major curricular changes and other matters which in the opinion of the
President of the University or his delegate affect the
institution as a whole; (4) requirements for admission and
graduation and for honors and scholastic performance in
general· (5) Approval of candidates for degreesi (6) regulations'arfecting student life and ac~ivities; ~7) _policies
of appointment dismissal, and promotion in academic rank;
and (8) general faculty welfare. Provided, however, that
actions taken by the University faculty shall be subject
to the authority of the Regents in matters involving
finance, personnel, and general University policy .
In addition to that the constitution provides on page 4,
Article III, Section 1: '
The President of the University shall be the principal
officer of the University and with the assistance of his
administrative officers shall carry out the measures enacted
by the Voting Faculty within the scope of its responsibilities , and shall perform those duties assigned to him by the
Regents .
In addition there have been other pronouncements which rel~te
to the formulati6n of budget policies on the part of the Unive~si~y
of New Mexico and other institutions . The Nor~h Central.Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools which accredits the University of
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New Mexico, provides definitely that the President of the universi ty
or the college shall prepare the annual bud get for submission to
the Regents. There is definite provision in those statements by the
North Central Association that the President will confer with the
deans and administrative officers in that work.
As a general practice in the nation, I should like to call your
attention to some statements which I have read. I have not had time
in ten days or a week to make a survey of all of the institutions
in the United States to find out what practices exist, but this I
have found from other surveys which have been made rec ntly: There
is one institution in the United States which places thecontrol of
budget preparation and budget approval in the hands of a Committee,
and that one college is Black Mountain College in one of the
Caroli nas . There is not a single public institution in the United
States that delegates authority for the preparation of a budget to
a commi ttee . The responsibility for the preparation of those budgets
in all of those institutions rests i n the hands of a Board of Trustees
and in a delegated authority which may be given to the President.
I would not try to indicate to you that the Board of Regents,
even though the law makes it clear that final responsibility rests
there, that certain authorities have not been delegated to the
President and faculty and other officers. We know full well that
the constitution which the faculty approved is a delegation of
authority by the Regents . I know that that move on the part of the
Board was a genuine one feeling that, as they are lay people, such
functions as academic standards curriculum construction, and other
matters of that kind rightfully'belong in the faculty, At the same
time, the Regents of the University, like other universities, delegate a great deal of responsibility to the President . The President
in turn is responsible to the Regents and to the faculty,
. In actual practice down through the years in. the his~ory of the
University of New Mexico and I am sure of other institutions, the
annual budget is present~d to the Regents at least two times in the
spring by the President based upon conferences which he has had with
academic and administraiive officers and staff, and committee personnel who are available for that purpose. In addition, it s~ould
be pointed out that the President of the University is primarily
responsible for the financial success of the budget. By that, 1
~ean one thing, The President has the responsibility of going to
he legislature and getting the money if he can, presenting the case
for the institution. In other words, the resources of the University
are also his responsibility •
•

th t I think after I have finished today that you wihll1 ahirei w~ mr
g Y e c iic a '
a the preparation of a bud get is complex. It is
and
as
d
t
t
u
there
are
placesit n a
bud
Your colleague has pointe ou
o yo ,
f l get where there is a difference of opinion as to where ore emd
a ls , here or there, and you will find accountants who are verse
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in institutional accounting disagree. By and large the University
accounts as they now exist are patterned after the ;ecommendation of
a committee appointed by accrediting agencies to formulate accounts
and to classify those accounts. I feel certain that all of the
University accounts fall into those classifications.

My time is limited here today, but since this is an impor.tant
subject as far as the President's office is concerned, I thought I
would take you, with your permission, through the actual preparation
of the budget last spring to see precisely what happened at that time.
~udgets are generally made in the spring of the year for the succeeding year which starts on July 1. Each legislative year, which occurs
every two years, the department heads of the University, the heads
of divisions, are asked to submit, through the deans, their request
for needs. They are discussed at that time-- indirectly discussed-and a final concensus is obtained from the Administrative Committee.
A year ago, it is more than a year ago, a year and a half ago,
the Administrative Committee discussed the budget which was sent to
Santa Fe . The amounts we would ask for, and the categories under
which the accounts would be stated were discussed at that time .
After that meeting of the Administrative Committee, a legislative
request is prepared . It is approved by the Board of Regents. It
is then presented to the authorities in Santa Fe . Certain results
are obtained after that presentation . The duties and responsibilities
connected with the presentation of the University budget in Santa Fe
take up most of three months' time. It is important, I think, to
mention that to you because these asking budgets which are presented
by department heads and deans and administrative officers represent
some of the thoughts or some of the ideas which should be considered
when the final annual budget is being prepared after the legislature
has met . After the legislature has adjourned, the President and his
col~eagues return to the campus . A conference was held with the
Registr ar to determine in his judgment what the enrollment would
be for the following fJ11 . The comptroller was in on that conference
and after extending those two gentlemen as much as possible.in order
to get the amount as high as we could a meeting of the Administrative Committee of the University was 6alled . This Administrative
Committee of the University has on it three elected faculty representatives. It was I who recommended to this faculty that we have three
electi ve faculty members on the Administrative Committee . The minutes
of the Faculty Senate will show that •

1

I n addition to the deans and administrative officers, there were
ast Year two other members of the Policy Committee, because of the
lhsitions they held who were automatically on it : The Chairman of
e Policy CommitteJ and the Director of the Summer Session.
to thThe Administrative Committee met for.s~ve~~l s~~!;~~~e!1 ;~ ~~!~rd
time ~h:~dtghet . We indicated to t~~tf!in!!e~at~~~gh there had been
an 1
e amount of money ava
,
than was the
ncrease in the legislature , would not be any more
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previous year or the year in which we were then operating. The
reason for that could be traced to the fact that students' fees
were expected to fall, and I am sure you are familiar with that
phenomenon.
In any event, we got a concensus that $200 ,000 shoul d be
saved from the previous expenditures, and that that $200 000 should
be used entirely for faculty salary increases. That was'a ~ajor
decision of policy. That came out of the first session of t he
Administrative Committee. The next meeting of the Administrative
Committee took up the problem of how to raise salaries. Should we
~roceed on the basis of a cost-of-living increase, or should we
increase salaries on the basis of recommendations receive d from heads
of departments, or should we have a combination of those suggestions.
The Administrative Committee came to this conclusion: By and large
we would have enough money after deductions to make salary increases
of 10 per cent. We would follow the policy of receiving recommendations from the department head for that purpose. These policies
~nd principles were arrived at in the process of open discussion
in the Administrative Committee on which there was representation
elected by the faculty, was then presented to the Policy Committee
of the University. The Policy Committee, as I understand it, is
elected by this faculty. All of the theories there, all of the
principles of the preparation of that budget insofar as the
institution as a whole was involved, was explained to the Policy
Committee for more comments. Suggestions were received. This
budget, which was in summary form representing those policies which
I have discussed was then presented to the Regents for approval.
The Regents in a'meeting approved the summary budget and authorized
the President to proceed with the negotiation of contracts.
In those sessions as Professor Russell has indicated, some
t hought was given to the over-all allocations of funds. We have
followed a practice whether it is good or bad, in the past of
allocating a certaiJ percentage of money for instruction, for
research and library a certain amount to administration in general,
and a certain amount'to Buildings and Grounds. Those policies were
discussed by the Administrative committee. As soon.as the amounts
were obtained the Academic Vice President, who is in charge for the
President of budgets relating to instruction, organized research
ind the library had conferences with the deans. They agreed in
hose conferencJs upon a total for the colleges and ?onferred with
the librarian and others responsible for budgets coming under those
general categories.
th

After the deans and Academic Vice President agreed on totals,
e deans took these matters up, explaining policies which had
~hen agreed to with the department heads. The department heads
d
ten started a' re aration of budget which later wast~ be ~~esente
o the academicpde~ns
The percentages going to a~minis;ra ion and
fe~era1 and buildings.and grounds was distributed in ?oi e~~nces
e Ween the President, the comptroller, and the admin1s ra ive
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officers concerned. Finally, the department heads after consultation with the deans and in some instances after 6onsultation with
faculty members, fille d out a budget form 'Which included the
recommendations for salaries, supplies, and equipment, and sent it
to the dean for his ap proval. The dean, not giving necessarily
rubber-stamp service for approval, had many conferences with the
department heads and sent them to the Academic Vice President.
The Academic Vice President worked on them, conferred with the
deans, and in some instances with department heads, and after consideration of your requests, made up his mind as to recommendations
he wanted to send to the President. The President, after talking
to the Academic Vice President, to the deans and in many instances
department heads, sent out contracts to the faculty for t hat important function in the University budget. It should be mentioned
here, I think, that last spring the A.A . U. P. presented salary
recommendations to the President on more than one occasion. In
addition a committee of the A.A.U.P. was handed a detailed budget
of the University of New Mexico with all names and salaries and
amounts paid to all members of the faculty and to administrative
officers. This Committee worked on this budget--it was treated,
I am sure, in a confidential manner --and a report was presented
involving recommendations. It is interesting to note in these
budget proceedings that a number of faculty connnittees came into
the discussions and I would like to call your attention to some of
the committees involved in budget preparation and final approval.
If you will turn to the committee assignments, I will read
them with you . The first one on the list which I see, and I read
it first because it happens to be there, has to do with t he athletic
council. You know that the Athletic Council has four faculty members and three students.
The chief functions of the Athletic Council are to
formulate and maintain general policies pertaining to intercollegiate sports· to determine the eligibility of_a~l
athletes who participate in intercollegiate competition;
to help plan and apurove all schedules and all athletic
budgets· to approve all recommendations for letter and ?ther
awards for intercollegiate competition; and to advise withh
the President when a Director of Athletics or a Head Coac
is to be employed.
The next committee which has budget responsibility is the
Extension Committee.
The Extension Committee has responsibility f?r_f?rmul;t ing and maintaining the broad policies of the D~v~siont~
Extension and Adult Education. The Committee~ vii~: ofe
President relative to the appointment of the D1r!~·1·ty
the Division and, with the Director,.has ~eslo~fn it~e
for preparing a budget for the Division, inc u
g
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work offered by correspondence, and for determining the
fees to be charged students and the compensation to be
granted instructors in the Division these matters to be
submitted to the Administration for'approval.
I see below there the Library Committee.
The Library Committee determines and maintains broad
general library policies, conjointly with the University
Librarian. The Committee advises with the President when a
Librarian is to be appointed; has responsibility for the
major outlines of Library budgetary policy and for the
apportionment of funds for the purchase of books and other
library materials.
The Publications Committee.
The Publications Committee has responsibility for formulating and maintaining the general policy of the Publications
program of the University of New Mexico; for the critical
reading and evaluation of manuscripts submitted for publication at this Press; and for ·the ultimate acceptance or rejection of such manuscripts. The Publications Committee makes
recommendations to the University Administration relative
to the financing of the various Publications of the University of New Mexico Press and approves or disapproves of
subsidization offers emanating from sources outside the
University of New Mexico .
The Student Publications Board has some indirect responsibility
for the successful financial operations .
The Summer Session Committee .
The Summer Session Committee shallact in an advisory
capacity to the Director of the Summer Sessions. Together
the Committee and the Director shall consider such problems
as the major outlines of budgetary policy for the Summer
Session; the policy of hiring UNM faculty and visiting
professors• the salary scale; general curricular changes,
Which are to be made conjointly with the Heads of Departments, etc .
The University Research Committee.
This committee encourages faculty members to do research
and advises the University Administration in com:ection
with such faculty activities . The Research Committee has
responsibility for determining the eligibility of faculty
members for University grants-in- aid and the amounts
ther eof; and for appraising both the merit of proposed
research projects and the productivity of grantees .

11

Those are the committees in the University Faculty the duties
for which were suggested to you by the Policy Comm.ittee'of your
~niversity and were approved by this faculty a year or so ago . It
is probably worthwhile to mention that in the case of promotions in
~ank, many colle~es in this University have faculty committees working on that, making recommendations,who advise the committees and
deans.
•

When the University budget is completed, after all faculty
contracts are in, or most of t hem, and after the faculty member
ha~ been invited to discuss his contract with the head of his
department, the dean, Academic Vice President, or President, the
budget itself then begins to take form in all of its details.
Last year, or rather this year, the University budget has a
total of 875 items in it. All instructional salaries are shown.
T~e detailed budget then goes to the Regents, and there it receives
final approval and serves as approval by the Regents for all personnel con tracts.
This has been a long story of the budget preparation last spring.

I have tried to point out to you that budget making represents fin-

~nc;a1 planning and it also represents control of expenditures. And,
incidentally, it also reflects in a large measure the educational
philosophy of the President . The president of any institution can
be measured in many ways, but one of the quickest tests which you
can place upon him is to look at the general pattern of the budgets
Which have developed in his administration.
I would like to go with you for a study of University finances,
how they have actually been recorded and dispersed and the income
received for the past ten years. If you will turn in your folder to
a statement which has this appearance, I would like to check on the
items in that with you. For ease in comparison of the amounts, will
You please take your pencil and identify some of these totals by
code. For example over on the left hand column which is the start
of the .ten-year pe;iod you have an item called total education and
g~neral. If you will list that as No. 1, and then about.four or five
lines down you have another item called total non-educationa~.
Number that No. 2, and then skip one item; the next is auxiliary
enterprise, list that as No. 3 and total current funds as No. 4.
~nder expenditures, the identifying items which compare to the same
lnformation above should be numbered. About five items down ycu have
total education and gene ral• List that as No. 1. ;otal non-ed1;1ca~iona~ as No. 2. Skip two iteros--across from auxiliary enterprise-hat ls No. 3 and total current expenditures No. 4.
The summary statements which are presented to you are.on the
basis
of ten years of financial operations for the University. It
has many.
t
t it and there is one I am sure you
~ill
in eresting features o
,
ld l"ke to define certain
want to study at length. First, I wou
i
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terms so that we have an understanding of what we mean. Under
education and general income, there is an i tern called "tuition and
fees. 11 That includes all tuition collected except those fees which
have been earmarked by the Regents for other purposes. Those fees
which are used for other purposes include a student a cti vi ty fee and
a building fee, and a library fee which has been used for instruction
purposes. In other words, all of the general tuition--all of the
miscellaneous fees, and there are many of them--go into that item of
tuition and fees.
The next item is the state appropriation, and that is the amount
received from the state in the years presented here--not the amount
necessarily appropriated by the state, but the amount received.
There have been two or three years in that span when the State Finance
Board has seen fit to hold back on the money. Sales, services, and
miscellaneous represents a small item in the total, but during the
war years the item was large and that was due to federal con tracts
and amounts receiv_ed from the United States Government for those
purposes. Non-educational income is so named because it has been
labled since 1925 as income available for bond issues, the repayment
of interest, of principal on bonds, as well as other small amounts
of income which come from donations which we have received for scholarships and awards. The last item in the non-educational section is
for fees pledged to the bond issues.
Under the auxiliary enterprises, each year they are budgeted,
have been in the past including this year, to balance. On the income side you will find the income; on the expenditures side, you
Will find the expenditures for auxiliary enterprises.
Under education and general expenditures, I have listed those
items to you and for you that include general and.ad~inistrative,
instruction research and extension library, buildings and ground s.
Perhaps I should say this to you that in the spring of the year
when budge t s are made the amounts of funds wh ich are considered
available for the preparation of the budget is the education an~
general income which you find under No. 1. In other words, it is
the state appropriation and it is the estimate of students' fees
Which are available at that time• There are some phases of the
income program which might be mentioned. You will note that tuition
and fees have had a sharp increase up to 1948-49; that is the top
Year as far as fees are concerned. They start to ~all in lo/+9-50
and were below $1 000 000 in 1950-51. If you are interested in
taking these year; in'sections, you might want to consider th~ first
seven and the last three and develop there a trend of a loss in
student fees in the last three years. I think the reasons for a
loss in student fees are clear to you, but I want to say t~ you
~Oday that I have been one on many occasions to oppose an increase
in student fees in the amounts they pay•
The state appropriation may also b e exam ined in the ten-year
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span. The year wh ich I personally assumed the delegated authority
for presenting budgets to the legisla ture in Santa Fe was at a time
when th~ University ~ppropriation was $388,000. That would be 19+4-45.
The legislature met in the spring of 1945. At that time th e bud get
was $388,870 for the current year in which we were working. The
state appropriation which was appropriated by the legislature for
this year, and which has all been approved by the State Finance
Board, amounts to $2,000,070. For purposes of comparison, you can
see that those appropriations have increased 410 per cent. That
represents a trend in income which I hope we can continue. The
non-educational i ncome which I discussed a moment a~o has increased
from $58,ooo in 1941-42 to $133,000 in 1948-49 and $344,ooo in 1950-51.
The main reason for t he increase in this last year has to do with
the check which we received the last month of the fiscal year for
~ome $200,000 for land income which we did not know was coming . It
is expected this year the amount will go back to some $190,000.
The next section of the financial report which I want to discuss a bit has to do with the education and general expenditures
which we find here and which are explained more in detail on a
dittoed statement in your folder. You have in the last column on
this main statement the percentages which have gone to instruction,
research, administration, and to buildings and grounds. It occurred
to me that you might be interested in any trends which have existed
in the last four years in that respect. Using 1947-48 as the base
Year, general and administrative expenditures have started off with
14.1 and ended with 14 6 which represents a slight increase .
Instruction and resear ~h started with 64 . 7 and ended with 67 which
represents a sizable increase of plus 2.3. The library budget remains approximately the same with a slight increase. Buildings and
grounds dropped from 16 to 12.9.
I call attention to those items simply to indicate to you.a
trend which may be in existence or may have been in existence in
the past four years . It is true that there is great difference of
Opinion as to the amounts which should go to these categories and
The most recent
there are many studies available in that field.
one to come to our attention is of that group of inst~tu~ions to
which the University belongs the North Central Associati?n· There
are only thirty-four of them: They include all of the maJor univer sities in the middle west . Dr . Scholes received thes~ data f:cm the
Secretary of the North Central recently when he was visiting in
Chicago. While it is perhaps not logical to study with form~la all
the while in the dispensation of money, nevertheless, it ist1n~~resting to compare what the University has done in relation o ose
norms and in the Group IV institutions . While I do not have the
figures with me I can assure you that those results tie in very
we11 with the mJdia which those Group IV institutions had in recent
Years.
If you will look at the bottom of this study, you will find an
analys·
That seems to be a terrible thing to
ls of excess revenue.
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discuss in a university where excess revenue rarely exists. This is
the method used by accounting procedures--an analysis of excess
revenues. You will notice that in the first few years you can
go across some of the education and general and you will find there
the difference between educational and general income, and educational and general expense. Most of the time, education and general expenditures have exceeded education and general income. The
net result for the ten years you will find in the last column which
indicates that $184,ooo in excess expenditures were spent in t hose
ten years above the amounts received for education and general. You
will notice that non-education income has produced a surplus of
$266,000 and auxiliary enterprises have a surplus of 60,000 for t he
ten-year period.
We could spend a great deal of ti1""€ on those statements, and
I would be glad, if there are questions, to answer them later; but
I want to pass to the building program of the University because i t
is related to the financial respons ibili ties of the institution .
I believe you have in your folder a statement which indicates
the buildings which have been constructed, or the projects for
construction in the past ten years. By and large the funds for
the construe tion of these buildings have been produced from revenue
bonds by the state in the amount of $750 ooo, from student buildi ng
fees and from the sale of University land. New buildings have been
recommended by a faculty building committee. The dutie ~ of the
faculty building committee can be found in the formulation of du i e s
which you have in the packet. This statement I would like to make
about the bonds and about the building program. Sometime , at a
later meeting perhaps we will have ti me to discuss in more detail
all new buildings. There have been, of course, more buildings since
the war. All of those buildings have been recom.rnended and passed
Upon by the building committee, but the revenue. bor;ds which are
involved in the construction funds for these buildings have not,
and Will not take any funds from education and general funds, in
~Y judgment.' You may want to know that. They have not, and in my
Judgment will not take any funds from education and general. income.
There are some other trends in these financial statemE:mts which
I would like to bring to your attention, not necessarily discernible
from these summaries here.
Since the statement represents totals, let's look at some of
the individual items. Faculty salaries for the past f~ur 1 ~~~~~
amount eXpended for organized research 1947-48 com~are ~
~~~re~ for 1951-52, committees and faculty r~spo~sibililt::; ~~rerr~ ding trends, and profit and loss tenden~ie~ n auxwi ll discuss
P lses, including athletics are worth mentioning· I
each of those briefly.
'
t d t you
These
dat Faculty salaries you have in a table pre sen e de ~Y th~ UniverSit a came from a study which for yeofarssevhae;a~e~s~~tutions in this
Y of Idaho. They make a study
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part of the country. The study laps over into some other regions
and includes a number of agricultural colleges, but in the case of
state universities three are omitted from this grouping: One the
University of Nebraska because it does not see fit to fill in'th is
information. The other, the University of Montana becaus e the sa lary information is not available for four years, and the University
of Oregon is omitted because it falls in another region. But I
want to look at t h ose for just a moment. The University of New
Mexico salaries are in the fir st grouping. You will find that for
1948-49 the University of Ne w Mexico ranked third for professors.
They are now in the No. l position. Associate professors ranked
third insofar as salaries were concerned and now rank No. 1, and
assistant professors ranked No. 4 in 1948-49 and now rank No. 1.
For instructors .2 we seem to vary. Last year we were No. l; this year
we are No. 4. oince these salary items come to the President's
office as a confidential document and are not supposed to be used to
the disadvantage of any institution in this group, I will not be
able to identify the other salaries, but I will give you the state
university involved and you can arrive at your own conclusions.
Universities of South Dakota, Utah, Colorado, Idaho, Wyoming,
North Dakota , Nevada , and Kansas.
In the four-year span of salaries, it is interesting to me to
see that the table indicates that over-all increases have approximated 24 per cent in that four-year time. The cost of living in
that same length of time has gone up 9.9 per cent, which neans the
faculty has for the first time in its history, been able to make
progress in 'real wages. I also found this item ~o be of interest
in analyzing these. It appears that the University of New Mexico
has the highest faculty salaries in the Skyline Conference' but also
~e poorest football team.
The organized research budget,which in 1947-48 amounted to

$471782 for the current fiscal year organized research has a budget
of :i!i74,652. This is an increase of approximately 57 pe~ cent·

Another trend which I believe is discernible and one which we should
mention and have mentioned has to do with the committee and faculty
responsibility
During thJ year which the Policy Committee undertook a re-defi~ition of the duties of the committees conc e r1;e~' I
htahd many conferences with the Chairman of the Committe 3 wdor1111 on
at pro bl
I
i bl
d this is a matter of recor ,
nsisted tha~mf acu~1yar c~mmr tt!~s involved with budget or policy should
feel th t
.
t i that regard
There was a
stat a they have responsibi 11 Y n t
"The Co~ittee jointly
Wit ement in those committee assignmen s l
h the President would be responsible.'
I
th t i t ould be f ar better t s ay
that
felt, and Dr. Scholes felt,
a
w
le
In that respect
r 'Wi ~he committee or committees are r~~pon~t~ d~ties and r sponsibil s You would re-read from t;me to
me
cult • I shouJd also
llleniiies of committees which exist for thi~i~tee ~f the whole , has
on that this faculty as a whole, a co
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a great deal of responsibility for university budgets. All new
colleges or new departments, major curricular changes involving
generally the expenditure of funds come before this faculty for
approval.
Now let's move to the subject of profit and loss tendencies in
auxiliary enterprises. This is one of the trends which is on the
unfavorable side. Auxiliary enterprises are supposed as a grouping
to include those services which bring in income and which over the
years it is hoped that they will not operate at a loss. We have had
some chronic losers. I will mention them to you. This was a calculated risk and one which has been fully approved. The University
Press has lost $93,000 in ten years. That has been thoroughly discussed with the budget board and it is part of our budget pattern.
Dorm "D" is another chronic loser. In four years that dorm has lost
43,072 . Intercollegiate athletics for ten years have lost 75,922.
We have had some chronic profit makers in these auxiliary enterprises . The dining hall across the street has in ten ye ars produced
a profit of $ 116 ,ooo and the golf course, of all things, ha s produced ~ net profit in ten years of $139,000. The intercolle~1at e
~hlet1c program--and I do not intend to spend a great deal of time
on this today--this matter as you know is in the hands of the Policy
Committee of the University and I understand they will bring to you
at a later time a complete ;eport . I will, however, and I think it
is important bring to your attention some of my own actions which
relate to thJ athletic program. These actions, I think, will speak
louder than words what the attitude of your President is in regard
to intercollegiate sports. And here again if you will bear with me
on some of the documented evidence I want to bring I refer once
again to my talks with the Chairman of the Subcommittee of the Policy
Conunittee in the formulation of duties for the Athletic Council.
That conference took place in the spring of 1950. The record
indicates that the President's office favored that the Athletic
Council should have responsibility for the preparation and approval
~f the intercollegiate athletic budget. I want to read to you. a
t~tter which was addressed to the Skyline Conference which indicates
t at we decided to move our membership from the Border Conference
0 that group .
This is to Mr . Romney•
Reference is made to our telephone conversation t his morning.

1 have completed a conference with the members of the Athletic Council and have been authorized to state that Newf
MeXi.co will accept an invitation to join the Skyline Con erence at this time. I concur in this statement.
¥11th

be

~gee reasons
for joining the Skyline Conf!fen~!b!~s c~; ~a~i!~nmemBorder Conference are well known .
m
t d i

exI!t of the North Central Association,

and I b~lieve sa~~r s srs~er n
a~~i~h more nearly
u ions in the Skyline Conference
e ype

inst1 ~net: will point in the direction ththa t ~e
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represents the University of New Mexico. In the spring of 1951 a
member of the faculty suggested to me that in view of the recent
scandals which were going on at that time it might lead us to the
conclusion that we ought to have a study made of our own athletj c
program. That letter was sent to the Policy Committee for advice
and a matter of record. The Policy Committee was authorized by
the President to proceed with this study. In addition, I would
like to read from the minutes of the meeting of the Presidents of
the Skyline Conference in order that you may determine what attitude your representative has taken in these meetings--there have
been three of them. The presidents of the Skyline Conference have
been concerned, of course, with athletics, some I should say more
than others. At the first meeting, this resolution was presented.
President Popejoy then presented a motion as follows:
Aid, direct or indirect, shall not be given to a student
by the institution because of athletic skill.
That motion was passed by the presidents of the Skyline Conference. Somewhat later the presidents came together again. The
main purpose was to discJss a report made by a committee of ten
colleges and university presidents working under the sponsorship
of the American Council on Education. At that time, and I trust
you will pardon any use of my own name in that connection, I want
to read the action taken.
President Popejoy said the time for talk was over and
we must take action. The report of your national committee
is before us. The spirit of postponing a de~ision is no
longer excusable . The University of New Mexico is going
to face the issue this year. He then offered the following resolution: we, as presidents of the Mountain States
Conference schools adopt the following premises as basis
for action by the Conference . Motion seconded and passed .
The premises referred to are the ten points listed by the
National Presidents' report. The Policy Committee has a copy of
those ten i terns . If you are interested in securing a cop?' I will
be ~l~d to give it to you, but the main point has to do with recruiting and payment of athletes and it was found in Section V.
t make this motion and to support all of those.
I wa h
items • Ths a PPY o
t t ive s were given these re col"Jlllenda ti ons
by th
e faculty represen a
.
t to Salt Lake
Cit e presidents . Your faculty representati~e ~~~ premises which
Yle y. He and I are in complete agreement as o
11 of these items
h would like to see adopted in the conference . A
d I
t
~/ch I have indicated to you are a matter of record' an
tlresen
em ~o you simply because as I said in the first place, ac on
sometlilles represents a more decisive term than words .
We have had a considerable discussion about coaches' salaries'
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as to where they should be charged. This I will say to you. All
coaches' salaries in all institutions of higher learning in New
Mexico are found under instruction. All coaches' salaries in all
of the high schools in New Mexico and in the whole of the Nor th
Central Association are found under , instruction. The University
has been doing this since the turn of the century, certainly since
1921 when the regulations of the N0 rth Central Association were
brought into existence. The Policy Connnittee, I am sure, will
treat this point, and I will be happy to discuss it more. I admit
that if you want to find how much athletics is costing the University then you should take into consideration all of the expenses,
but I believe it is necessary to take into consideration all of the
income. In closing out my discussion on athletics, I want to say
that I do not want to be misunderstood about athletics. I came up
in a tradition of amateur athletics myself. For the most part, I
would rather be a participant in athletics, but age, of course,
does not allow that. On the other hand, as late as yesterday, I
was in a golf game which was competitive and I enjoyed it; so even
though I have made these statements which would seem to forestall
athletics, I want to say that it is my judgment that studies at
this time in this institution and preparation by a committee of
the Skyline Conference will bring back to the University a system
of intercollegiate athletics which will treat all students alike,
where students are not necessarily being paid to play, but where
they Will be truly representatives of the institution and the
clientele which we have in th is University.
Some of the trends and this has taken a lcng time 1 are interpretive; some are factu~l. The salary schedules whic~ l have
presented to you speak for themselves . I am not particularly proud
of them . I without any flinching of conscience, will present to
the legislature from year to year recommended increases for fac lty
salaries • It does not concern me at all that we. are in the top
of the list in the rocky mountain states and plains ar~as • Faculty
members are not receiving too large salaries at the University of
New Mexico . All I can say about faculty salaries here ~s to ~o
With the trend. There has been an improvement in compa~ison w1 h
rher institutions and when you realize that the percapi ta tn~ ome
or the State of New Mexico is the lowest in all of theses a es
~resented in this study you must realize that the Sthateh~fhNe~
exico, from the oint ~f view of effort, is making t e
g es
t~ade; and I woul~ not want to take the creditI~o~ :~se i~a;~~id
ha~~e~ses . I did not appropr;ate the t~~n:Y · That I havJ been going
to
een much more. But I will say
s•
ns and I suppose
m1sih~ legislature for the past six or ~~ven ;e~~~ormat ion there .
But a es have been made in the presei:ta on o re interested in makin 1 have found that citizens in. this state ; hi her institutions
in g appropriations to the University ~nd otlh~
1th ins ti tuticns
i or de r that the fa cul ties can be paid in
e w
n other parts of the country and if possible more•
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I think it can be said that the trend for committee responsibility in this facu lty is discernible also. The activities of the
Committees I have mentioned to you are available for that purpose
and the actual action of these committees is known. I can report
to you also that auxiliary enterprises in the fir st seven months
of this fiscal year have shown a 60 per cent improvment over la s t
year. These trends and patterns and all others which I have not
mentioned express more than words the major educational philosophy
of your President. Perhaps there is a note of optimism in some of
the activities which have come through the President's of f ice in
the last four years. Certainly, an enlarged building program is
under way. The decision to build these buildings has not been easy.
The shortage of steel, the pressure of prices the high interest
rate for bonds, a declining enrollment, should perhaps give caution
to a normal person. In the face of an enrollment curve which extended upward for a number of years and which has been falling for
the past three or four, would seem to be a poor time to select for
the construction of buildings; but I want to indicate to you tha t
the decisions to build these buildings are recommended by the faculty building committee and finally approved by the Regents, representing collectively a faith in this institution. Since the
responsibility for the budget has been delegated to me by the
Regents, and since accountability rests squarely on my shoulders,
~ have a firm conviction that the members of this faculty believe
111 this principle.
I am perfectly willing to pass all of the good featu~es of the
budget to you--the credit--but every single time that a mistake is
~ade in the budget or an underestimate of expenditures .1 and ther
is a deficit and in my discussions with the Board of He gents and
Legislature 6f this state the President must answer up to those
~eficits those shortages' and those mistakes which have been made
111 estim~tes.
Where you have accountability, it seems to me ! 0 u.
must have responsibility. I .believe it is clear to you that it is
my Philosophy of educational administration that you should have
Wide participation on the part of the faculty.
.
It will be my policy to give budget parti?ipati~n to the administrative and Policy Committee each year for d1scuss1on there. It
Will also be my policy to hand to the faculty anr information in
~egard to the budget. This is a public institution. You have access
0 all records.
h
The principle of accountability and responsibility ~hich Ihi h
/Ve outlined to you is a principle which I stand for a1:- tone ;;;_r c
l Will support as long as I am the President. I apprec1a e y
ong at tent ion.
Vi
I
sure that other members of the
facult ce.President Scholes:
am.
d. ct inquiries to
D
Y wish to speak to the question or lI'e
r • Russell or to the President in person.
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Dean Robb: Mr. President, I first heard about this resolution
last week, and it immediately impressed me as being a pretty drastic
sort of proposal. While I do think it is a good thing to focus
attention on matters that mean so much to all the faculty I can't
find myself in agreement with the proposal. However, I think it
wo~ld be disastrous to attempt to make any final disposition on
this resolution today, and would like, therefore, to move to refer
this resolution to the overworked Policy Committee; and I believe
that that motion to refer takes precedence over the original motion.
Vice President Scholes: Do I hear a second (Second by Miller)
There is a motion made by Dean Robb, seconded by Professor Miller
and Professor Reeve that Professor Russell's motion be referred to
the Policy Committee. The motion to commit is open for discussion.
Are ?ou ready for the question? All in favor of the motion to
comn11t please say "aye." Opposed? The Chair is in doubt. All in
favor of the motion to commit please raise your right hand•
Opposed'? The motion is lost. I beg your pardon; the motion is
carried. The vote was in ex~ess of 50 and in excess of 30. Miss
~srael and I were not exactly certain in each case, but there was
m favor something over 50 and opposed something over 30.
We will proceed now to the next item on the agenda, a report
by Professor Beach for the Calendar Committee.
Mr. Beach: You have had the calendar submitted to you with
the agenda of this meeting. That is as it was agree~ to by the
Calendar Committee. However since that time, the Air Force ROTC
h~s asked for an inclusion Jnd the majority members of the Comnu.ttee have agreed to this'inclusion. (The inclusion wa~ for
a date for ROTC students to pre-register, purchase supplies, and
~~mple te records. A new line was to be inserted in each semester
the calendar to that effect.)

Mr. Chairman I move the approval of the calendar as presented.

'

Vice President Scholes: There was a motion and second ~o
:~prove the calendar as presented by Professor Beach• Any discusion of the mot ion?
Dr. Ellis: This came up last spring. Personally I would like
to have my
k
d
t . t too
1 would like to have Easter week
and t
ca e an ea 1
•
• but from the standPoi the week between semesters as we_havein~w,l that taking in all
th n of those students who are working,
ee
.
. J
10
1te ~lapsed time between beginning 1nst~uc: ~r;~ge~~J.e~r~ a~eit
Wo might not be quite fair to those stu ens
staff who go to
Uld cause some inconvenience to members of the
other institutions during the summer.
I
1
i
the library: Utah,
c 1 made a study of fifteen cata ogs ~ Texas, and of those
0 orado, Arizona, New Mexico, Kansas, an
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fifteen there are two that have a week Easter vacation. Those are
Colorado and Kansas. In none of the fifteen is a week taken
between the end of the fir st semester examinations and the Saturday
before the end of the semester. The University of Texas starts
school on Saturday of that week. Most of the schools start registration on Thursday of that week between semesters. Some of those
schools have the freshmen orientation on Friday and Saturday and
of the week of the fir st semester of examinations. It was said
you can't get the grades in to the registrar to process them.
Eliminate that· possibility by having on Friday the day after the
end of the examinations run them from Thursday through Thursday
and the next day, Friday, by 4:30 have them handed in to the dean's
office. That, of course, would be a simple matter because peo ple
have examinations in the afternoon the day before. That enables
the deans to have that information and do something about those
?eople registering for the next semester, and personally I fe el
it would be very nice to have part of that week between semesters
and also Easter vacation; but I find that is not done in many of
the schools. Two of the schools have the one week and those schools
do not have the whole week between semesters. Most of those schools
have practically the same elapsed time from beginning to end of the
school year. In none of those is the time of ins true tion less than
we have and in some cases I might add also the commencement, f you
do not want to extend it the commencement in two or three comes
on Sunday and Monday with examinations ending Tuesday and Wednesday
after commencement is over with.
Vice President Scholes:
Mr. Beach?
Mr . Beach:

Do you want to make any comment,

No.

Vice President Scholes: Are you ready for the question? All
~n favor of the motion to approve the calendar as presented by
rofessor Beach please say "aye . " Opposed? The motion is carried.
The next item on the agenda is a report by Professor Crawford
for the Policy Com.mi t tee .
Dr. Crawford: A year ago this faculty changed the definition
of the scholarship index . This definition now sta~e? ~hat the
student's scholarship index shall be obtained by_dividing the total
grade points earned at the University of New Mexico by the tot~l
number of hours attempted at the University of New Mexico. This
new definition places it in a somewhat contradictory and out of
harmony with the resent catalog definition of the de~rees with
distinction which states that to be graduated with distinction the
~~~ent•ss:,holarship index s~all b::nJ'::ed ~p~nt~;lt~~!1~fep;~~~sf~g
er where taken . The Policy Co
ee .a
h
two somewhat
a new statement which would tend to harmonize t e se
d .
conflicting statements and a proposed statement now rea s.
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Senior students having scholarship indexes which rank them
in the u~per 5% of the graduating class of the University
are eligible to be graduated "With Distinction. 11 Ranking
will be based only upon work taken by the students at the
University of New Mexico . Senior students who have taken
all of their work at this University will automatically
receive this honor . Transferred students must present
a minimum of 45 credit hours earned at this University
in order to be eligible for the "Distinction" list; h0wever, their transfer records shall be subject to review
by the Prizes and Awards Connnittee for the purpose of
determining the quality of the overall academic accomplishments of such students.
I have read you the proposed statement as adopted by the faculty .
As a member of the faculty not present when the final proposed statement was adopted by the Policy Committee, I would like to make correction: That one word be inserted in the sentence where it says
"S en1or
.
stud en ts who have taken all work. • . , " that that be preceded by the word "Eligible~' but otherwise I recommend the adoption
of this statement.
Vice President Scholes: Is there a second to the motion? The
motion to approve this statement was made and seconded and is open
for discussion.
Dr. Wicker: I would like to point out that the proposal adds
a duty to the prizes and awards committee of which I am the chairman, which it has never had in the past. I am not sure that I
understand the intention of it and I am certain that there is
doubt in my mind as to the app;opriateness. It would seem a funct;on of the academic deans rather than the prizes and awards committee: (1) This function has never been a task performed by the
prizes and awards committee· (2) there may be some doubt as to the
appropriateness of it.
'
Vice President Scholes: Further discussion to the motion?
Are You ready for the question? All in favor of the motion to
~p-::irove this statement please say "aye." Opposed'? Motion carried•
he next item is a report by Dr. Alexander.
Dr. Alexander: The Aims and Objectives Comm1ttea has sent out
a~ong with this other material a preliminary statement of general
aims. It is too late to discuss this this afternoon, and therefore
1 should like to put this statement on the table untll the next
faculty meeting and ask you to look it over carefully to give us
any suggestions which you may have regarding it and then at t~e next
~eeting of the faculty I shall ask for a motion to approve this
statement. Thank you.
Vice President Scholes:

I interpret Professor Alexander's
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remarks not to be a formal motion but simply a request to be
postponed. Are there any other committee reports? Is there any
old business? Any new business? A motion to adjourn is in order .
(The meeting was adjourned at 6:00 p . m. )
Respectfully submitted,

~~~
Eva M. Israel
Secretary of the Faculty

February 11, 1952
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To :

The General Faculty

Resolution to be presented by Professor J . C. Russell
on behalf of the local chapter of A.A.U . P.:
RESOLVED: that there be created a committee
comprising representatives of the University
administration, the deans of the colleges,
and the general faculty, to discuss, prepare,
and approve the annual University budget.
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FORMULATIONS OF THE Fffi1TCTIONS AiID DUTIES
OF UIHVERSITY FACULTY C0Ifr!ITTEES

(Approved by Voting Faculty, September 20, 1950)
1. The Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure:

The principal functions of the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
are to advise the Administration on the interpretation of the Tenure Act;
to recommend changes in this Act; to conduct hearings under the terms of
the Tenure Act in all cases in which violations of the Act are claimed;
and to make recommendations relating to the ::.:,rocec:lures to be followed in
carrying out the provisions of the Act. The Committee also bas responsibility for recommending approval or disapproval of applications for
sabbatical leave and for making recommendations relating to changes in
the Sabbatical Leave .Act. The Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
is charged with explaining the State Retirement Act to the Faculty and
ui th serving as the advocate of faculty members in all matters relating
to this Act.
2• The Athletic Council:
The chief functions of the Athletic Council are to formulate and maintain
general policies pertaining to i ntercollegiate sports; to determine the
eligibility of all athletes who participate in intercollegiate competition;
to help plan and approve all schedules and all athletic budgets; to a~prove
all recommen~ations for letter and other awards for intercollegiate competition; and to advise with the President when a Director of .i;.thletics or
a Head Coach is to be employed.

3• The Board of the Division of Research and Development:
The Board of the Division has responsibility for promoting and soliciting
resources for scientific, social, humanistic, and industrial research.
The Board advises ,vi th the President when a Director of the Division is
to be appointed and acts for the Division in the negotiation of contracts
for research or development Nith nor--University agencies ~r indiv~ d1:18'l s.
It also seeks to provide financial support for worthy proJects arising
\•Ti thin the University and to coordinate research activities involvi ng more
than one department ·when such coordination is necessary.

4· The Building Committee:
T~e chief purpose of the :Building Committee is to surv:Y f:.om_time ~o
time the existing material plant of the University of l!etr Hex1.co ana. then
to recommen~ plans for its expansion or improve~ent. The.Committee has
t~e responsibility for critically examining and recommend7ng to the
~~inis~ration all sites, plans, and specifications relating to any
n1.vers1ty building.
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5, The Calendar and Sciledule Cammi ttee:
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The functions and duties of the Calendar and Schedule Committee are to
work out the University calendar and present it to the faculty for
approval; to prepare the final examination schedule; to p lan (or pattern)
class schedules with the Registrar rs Office in order to minimize conflicts; and, in consultation with the Registrar, to recommend ,,hen cle.ss
schedules are to ·1:e made available for general distribution •
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6. The Campus Improvement Cammi ttee:
The duties and functions of the Campus I mprovement Committee are to
improve the scheme of landscaping for the University Campus; to make
recommendations to the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds concerning
the safety, comfort and app earance of University buildings and grounds ;
to cooperate with the mTM police force in the establishment and development of University traffic regulations; and to advi se with t he :Building
Committee on the development and ex ecution of a long-range building plan.
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7, The Cultural Program Committee:
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The functions of t he Cultural Program Committee are to plan and manage
the University Program Series of t he ~~ssociated students and otherwise
to sponsor cultural events of interest to students and the University
community . (The Committee is compos ed of five faculty members and eibht
students. The Director of Student Affairs or his representative serves
as chairman. The students are nominated by the department heads in Art ,
Dramatic Art , English, Government , Journalism, Hodern Languages , iiusic,
and Speech to the Student Council, trhich makes t he fi ne.l appo intments . )

8• The Curricula Committee:
The Curricula Committee has the resnonsibility for critically examining
new courses and has the power to approve or disap~)rove such courses. ~t
also bas t he authority to review periodically all p r esent course offerings .
In exercising these functions the Curricula Co!'lffiittee should take into
consideration (1) the general educati onal philosophy of the Univer sity
of ifow i!exico; (2) the needs of t he students; (J) the financial condition
of the University; (4) avoidance of unnecessary overlapping of courses.

•• f ••
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9. The Committee on Entrance and Credits:

r
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The Committee on Entran ce and Credits ma!ces recommendations to the
U~iversity Faculty on admissions re~ui rements for the Un~ergraduate
Division and on other matters of admissions policy, particularly th~se
relating to validation of credits. The Committee malces recomoendat ~ons
Upon the system of grad.es and passes upon re~uests by students and 1n~tructors for changes in grades and upon borderline admissions. and ve,lida.tion
cases for which no policy has been established. Th~ ?olllf.li~te~ prepo.res
each year a list of accredited colleges and universities tnthin the state
and transmits such lists to t he central accrcditi~g association.

.3.
10, The Extension Co.rnmi ttee:
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The General College Cammi ttee makes recommendations to t he Dean ano. the
University Facult:· ·1:rith resp ect to the objectives and broe.d policies
of the Gener&l College and is res:!)onsi ble for evaluating :::>resent curricula
and. for developing new curricu.la ,-ri thin the General College as they may
be needed .
12 • The Graduate Com.mi ttee:
The general sunervision of the Graduate School is vested in t he Gradi1.ate
Comi:1i ttee, ,.,Thi;h ac'l.vises ':Ti th the Presicient when a Graduate Dea..n is to be
appointed . This Comr:.i ttee, conjointly with the Gr aduate Dean and subject
to the approv al of t he General Faculty, d etermi n es and maintain s the
general policies of the Graduate School , coordi nates graduate activities
throughout the University , l?asses on ne,.-T J?rogral'ls lee.cling to advl'nced
degrees 2nd recomsnencl s the g r ant i ng of honorary degrees and of degree s
for candi dates who have completed t heir work. The Graduat e Comn i ttee a.lso
D.p,)roves the cou rses for ·w hich graduat e credit is ~;i v en ..::110. t he instructors
who are to give wo r k for graduate credit ; and , su"bj e ct to adr1ini strati ve
a~:r'.1 roval , it awa rci.s fello ·rships a.11c-:. scholarshi ps .
The Committee al so
passes u:_Jon deDartmenta,l reco~ ,endations for the a'1~Jo i nt-1ent of c r aci.uate
assistants., i n- the sense tha t it determines t he s·1.1.i tabi li t ~r of su ch
Candidc-.tes to cto g r f'.d.uate ,,rork.
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11. The General College Coll11!li ttee:
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The Exten sion Com.mi ttee has res71onsi bili ty for formulating and mLintaini ng the broaQ policies of the Division of Extension and Adult ~ducation . The Com.mi t tce advises the President relative to t he apuointnent of
the Director of the Divisi on and, with the Director , has resi)onsiMlity
for pre'.)aring a. budget for the Division, i ncluding the ':Tork off er eel by
correspondence, encl for c:etermining the fees to be chargea. stucl.en ts ancl
t he com,ens'-.tion to be g re.nted instructors in the Division , t hese matters
to be submitted to the .Administration for c?,pproval . The 3:xtension
Committee, conjointly with the Departmer.t Heads , is res:':)onsi ble for :)reparation of a 2_:) rog ram of courses off erec' for cred.i t . I n t he selection of
i nstru ct ors to teach the various courses offered by the Division , the
!;xtension Com.,-:J.i ttee shoulcl obtain the ap1)roval of the Heads of t he
De::;iartment s in which such courses are comprisec••

. .....
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The Library CoII!rr'~ttee:
The Library Com.mi tt ce determines and mai ntains broad g enera l library
})?licies, conjointly wi t i'. the University Li brari8:1 · The, Committee ~d:'"i~es
\'flth the Presioent ':rhen a, Librarian is to be a.p po i n ted ; I1as r e si1ons1b11l.ty
for t he majo r outlines of Li brary budgeta,r~r l)olicy ancl. for the ai1 "'Ortionr.1ent of funa. s for the uurchase of books and other li orary ·w.terials;
serves in an advisory ; apacity to the University L~brar~~; recei ~es
su.gbestions regar ci.ing the operation of the University Li orary ; an<L acts
as a lie.i son bet~·reen the Library anc1. the other ,, epartments of the
University.

9

4.

:4.

The frizes and Awards Commi ttco:
The chief function of the Prizes and _·1wa.rds Committee is that of select i ng
persons to receive award s, where such responsi bility has not been delegated to other University agencies. ·,.'here it has been so 0.elegated the
Prizes and .d.Warcls Committee ratifies the nominati on s macle by such other
e.gencies. Subject to the approval of t he Presid er!t , or his r epresentative ,
the Com!:1ittee grants each individual awe.rd :na.c1 e 2nd also ·)c:.sses on the
concl.i tions und er which new awarcls are set up at the Uni ve;si t y of iTew
1;exico. The CoJI1Dittee has responsi bility for :cee:ping an up-to-date recorc'l.
of all awar d s made during each academic year.
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15. The Publications Committee:

. ., ·

The Publications Committee has responsi bility for formulating and maintaining the general policy of t h e Puolications p r ogram of the University
of r eu ~;exico; for t h e critical read i ng and evaluation of manuscripts
submitted for publication a.t this Press; and f or t h e ultimat e acce~ tance
or rejection of such manuscrip ts. The Publication s Committee makes
recommendations to t he University Adn ini strati on relati vc to the financing
of t he vari ous Publicat i ons of t h e University of iTew Hexi co Press a.nd
approves or disap9roves of subsi dization offers emane,tin-:; from sources
outside t h e University of iTew Eexico. The Committee maJ:es recomnendations
to the ltdmini strati on of the University of i.e,·r iiexico relative to t he
ap:>ointn ent of the Director of t!1e University of Hew iierlco Press . *
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~
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* The UHM Printing Plant is a department of the University d istinct
fr om the Press and not und er the jurisdiction of the Publications
Committee .

6. The Regiotration Comr:ii ttee:

.' . :,

The Registration Committee foroul£,tes anc. mainta ins plans for all phases
of the reg istre.tion and p re- reg istrE,tion adviseI'.1ent of students .
The Stud.ent .itffairs Comni ttee :
The Student Affairs Cor.unittee serves as an advisor y council to the
Director of Stud.ent affairs . Uithin its jurisdiction e..re tl1ose none.cademic mc'.t ters affecting t_1e ,.-,elfa.re enc~ i nt erest of t l1e stuc~.ent bouy
and ntud ent "Tou,..,s includ in~ relat ion shi'JS bet,.,een st·Jil.en ts anc:. faculty.
Th
G
:l:' ,
...,
e Comnii ttee is t he nature.l c _1['11Ile l for stuc'. ent :?ro'T:)o se.ls reo_uirin£
e~ t~er faculty or adn inistra ti vo action. The Con!"li ttce is not concerned
'Tl t_1 the a:_):::,lication of stuc.ent c1.. i sci9 line.

I
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The Stu.o.ent Publications }3oaro.:
The functi ons and du.ties of the Student Publications Board a.re to el ect
0 di t ors cmd business managers of student public.::i.tions with the authority
to discharge t h ese ea.i tors ancl. business :'lanat,;ors from office for due cause ;
to su:pervise finances of student pU,l)~ica
, · t ions,
·
• an"'~·- to f orr.1ulcste overall
Policy for student publications.

9
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19. The Stud.en t Standards Conmi ttee:
The function of the Stuc.ent Standards Committee is to hee.r and to decide
ce.ses involving infraction by an indi vid.ual of laws or regule.tions of the
student community.
20,

Tb.e SUmmer Session Committee:
The Summer Session Committee shall act in an e.cl.vi sory caimci tJr to the
Director of StlI'Lier Sessions. To 5 ether the Comnittee and the Director
shall consider such proolems as the najor outlines of budgetary policy
for the Summer Session; the policy of hiring UNi r faculty ancl visiting
professors; the el\lary scale; general curricular c ,ianges, which are to
be Made conjointly with the Hee.ds of De:Jartments, Directors of Divisions,
and Deans of the various Colleges; ancl the l)ro cram of cul turt.l a ctiviti e s,
e:1tertainments, and special conferences.
-
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21.

The University Research Committee:
This committee encourages faculty members to fo research end ad.vises
the University Adninistration in connection with such faculty activities.
The Research Committee has resnonsibility for o.eterri1ining the eligibility
of faculty members for University grants-in-e.icl and the amounts thereof;
and for appraising both the merit of proposed research ] rejects and tho
productivity of grantees.

PROPOSED CALENDAR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FOR 1952-195.3
SEi iESTER I, 1952-1953
New students in and around Albuquerque are urged to take tests on 1'/ed.,
September J, 8:30 a.m., Science Lecture Hall
Assembly for all new students, Hon ., Sept. 8, 7:.30 p.m., Carlisle
Gymnasium
New students tests and instructions, Tues., ~ied ., Sept. 9-10
Advisement for freshmen and new students, Thurs., Sept. 11
Registration, Friday, Sept. 12
Late registration fee applies Saturday, Sept. 13
Instruction begins Honday , Sept. 15
Registration closes, last day for additions to programs of study, change of
program fee applies, Saturday, Sept. 27
Enc. of fourth weel::, last day for withdrawal from course without grade, Oct. 11
Lettermen's Assembly
Homecoming holiday, Saturday, Nov. 1
J.Li d-semester , Saturday, November 8
Thanksgiving recess begins, Ued., ~fov . 26, 10-:00 p.m.
Classes resume Ilion ., Dec . 1, 7: 00 a.m.
End of tuelfth week, last c..ay for removal of incomplete grades, Sat ., Dec . 6
Christmas recess begins Sat., Dec. 20, 10:00 p.m.
Classes resUJ!le i,Ion., Jan. 5, 7: 00 a.m.
Closed week (pre+-oexami:iation week) Mon ., Jan. 12 through Eon . Jan. 19
Semester final examinations, IIon. January 19 through Sat., January 24
Semester ends Sat., Jan. 24, 10:00 p.m.
SEi 3;STER II, 1952 1953
Assembly of all new students, Mon ., Jan. 26, 7: JO p . m., Carlisle Gymnasium
New students, tests and instructions, Tues. and Ued ., Jan. 27 and 28
Aci.visement for freshmen & new students, Thurs., Jan. 29
Registration , Fri. Jan. 30
Late registration fee applies, Sat., Jan. 31
Instruction begins, Hon ., Feb . 2
Registration closed, last day for additions to programs of study, change of
program fee applies, Sat., Feb. 14
End of fourth week, last day for wi thdra,·ral from course ui thout grade , Sat•,'
Feb. 28
Hid-semester, Sat., March 28
Easter recess begins, \'led ., April 1, 10: 00 p .m.
~lasses resume, Wed ., April 8, 7:00 a.m.
~d of t\1elfth week , last day for removal of incomplete grades , Fri ., May 1
Fiesta Iioliday , Sat., Eay 2
Honors .A.ssembly, \'led ., May 6
Closed week (pre-examination week) Wed ., iiay 20 through Tues., 11ay 26
Semester final examinations, 1'led., J;ay 27, through Tues., June 2
~emester ends, Tues., June 2
accalaureate service, \'lec1.. ., June 3, ?: 30 p .m.
Commencement exercise, Thurs., June 4 , 7:30 p. m.

Sillvfr.ffiR SESSION, 1953
Ne,.,. stua.ents, tests and instructions, Thurs. [.; Fri., June Li, and
Registration Sat., June 6
..T,,..,,... A
Instruction begins late reJd stra.tion f P.P. R:1n1; pc, Hnn
program tee applies, Sat., June lj
End of :::econd week, ]nzt. rlAY fo-r ,,,-i t.hrlrnw~J.. -fr,,11 <~<)ur:,o wi..t.h" l+,
.
June 20
Indepenclcnce HoJ Bay, Sat., July 4
Session ends, Sat., Aug . 1, 10:00 p.m.

5
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CALCULATION OF GRADE-POINT AVERAGES FOR
"DISTINCTION" RANK

1951-52 Catalog Definition of Scholarship Index
A student's academic standing is referred to in terms of a
scholarship index obtained by dividing his total number of
grade points by the total number of hours attempted.* Ho urs
given a mark of W or I will be excluded in this computation, but
hours of F will be counted. All honors and prizes dependi ng
upon scholarship are determined by ranking students according
to this index.
*Exclusive of hours in non-theoretical physical education
and ensemble music.
Definition of Scholarship Index as Adopted by the General
Faculty in the Spring of 1951
A student's academic standing is referred to in terms of a
scholarship index obtained by dividing the total number of
grade points earned at the University of New Mexico by the total
number of hours attempted at the University of New Mexico.

..

1951-52 Cata·log Definition of the Degree "With Distinction"
All senior students having scholarship indexes which rank
them in the upper five percent of the graduating class of the
University will be graduated "With Distinction." Ranking will
be based upon all college and university work taken by the
student. Transferred students must present a minimum of 45
credit hours earned at this institution in order to be eligibl e
for this honor.
froposed Statement for the Degree "With Distinction"
Senior students having scholarship indexes which rank them
in the upper 5% of the graduating class of the University are
eligible to be graduated "With Distinction." Ranking will be
based only upon work taken by the students at the University of
New Mexico. ~enior students who have taken all of their work at
this Universfty will automatically receive this honor. Transferred students must present a minimum of 45 credit hours earned
at this University in order to be eligible for the "Distinction 11
list; however, their transfer records shall be subject to reView by the Prizes and Awards Committee for the purpose of determining the quality of the overall acadcmir. .=iccornpljshments
cf such students.

